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ISun Quan, King of Wu, but to the restrictive 
enfeoffment of an emperor's brothers, it 
seems more appropriate to translate it by the 
variant 'prince'. Cf note 36 above. 

96 SGZ 2/Wei 2, 80; Fang, Chronicle 1, 
pp.105-6, 41. 

97 The biographies of consorts of Wei rulers, 
with accounts of their origins and families, 
are in SGZ 5IWei 5. The biography of the 
Lady Bian (160-230) is at 156-8, that of the 
Lady Guo (d. 23S) at 164-6, and that of the 
Lady Mao (d. 237) at 167--8. 

The first formal wife of Cao Pi was the 
Lady Zhen Il, widow of Yuan Xi ii� (the 
son of Yuan Shao) and a woman of good 
family. She was the mother of Cao Rui, but 
she was not appointed Empress when Cao 
Pi took the imperial title. For the protests by 
the official Zhan Jian tiM against the ap
pointment of the lowly Lady Guo as Em
press at this time see SGZ SlWei S, 164-6S; 
Fang, Chronicle 1 ,  pp.l06-7, 125-6; SGZ2S1 
Wei 2S, 718. One generation later, the Lady 
Yu Ja ,  who had been the formal wife of Cao 
Rui up to the time of his accession, was like
wise passed over in favour of the Lady Mao, 
and she commented scathingly on the deci
sion (SGZ SlWei 5, 167; Fang, Chronicle 1, 
p.229). 

98 The biography of Chen Qun (d. 236) is in 
SGZ 22IWei 22. The biographies of Cao 
Chen (d. 231) and of Cao Xiu (d. 228) are in 
SGZ9IWei 9. Described as clansmen of Cao 
Cao, evidently from different lineages, both 
achieved high military command. 

99 On the status of the Sima family in Han 
see jS I, 1 (which also, predictably, traces 
the lineage back to legendary times); SGZ 
ISlWei IS, 466 PC quoting the third-century 
historian Sima Biao; SGZ 12IWei 12, 386. 

100 The biography of Sima Lang (171-217) is 
in SGZ ISlWei 15. 

101 The romantic tradition reflected in the 
nove! 5Cmguo yanyimakes considerable play 
of the military rivalry between Zhuge Uang, 
great minister of Shu-Han, and Sima Yi, with 
Sima Yi shown as the foil to Zhuge Uang's 
surpassing skill (see, for example, Figure 3). 
Many historians, however, have empha
sized the military achievements of the founder 
of the house of lin, and in fact, though there 
was considerable military activity against 
both Shu-Han and Wu during this period, 
there was no substantial change of the frontier. 
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soon after his father's death was to confinn his position at the head of the 
government. 

Furthennore, Cao Pi also removed his brothers and half-brothers from 
any future possibility of threat or rivalry. They were SWiftly despatched to the 
territories of their nominal fiefs, they were held under constant observation, 
and they were transferred, demoted, or restored in title at frequent intervals. 
Very occasionally, they were pennitted fonnal visits to the capital, but they 
were not allowed any place in government. 

This finn isolation of the emperor's male relatives remained an 
established policy of Wei,95 and reflected the practice of Han. Cao Pi, 
however, considering the troubles which had beset the imperial Liu family 
through the involvement of great families of relatives by marriage, also 
ordered that the empress-dowager should have no involvement in 
government, and no member of the clan of an imperial consort should hold 
position as a regent. 96 The Lady Bian -F, dowager of Cao Cao and mother 
of Cao Pi, was a fonner sing-song girl; the Lady Guo �, chosen Empress 
of Cao Pi, came of minor gentry stock and had at one time been a servant; 
and the father of Cao Rui's first Empress Mao .f:, had been a yamen runner: 
it seems very probable the latter two consorts were deliberately chosen 
from families which could offer no rivalry to the Cao.97 The policies of 
exclusion, one old and one new, removed two sources of potential 
disturbance from the court, but they also deprived the imperial lineage of 
some prestige and political support, and compelled the ruler to rely chiefly 
upon cadet branches of the family or other clans allied through marriage 
to princesses. 

The effect of the new system was shown in 226, when Cao Pi died at the 
age of forty. His eldest son Cao Rui, twenty-two years old, came to the throne 
as an adult, but four regent advisers were appointed for him: the minister 
Chen Qun, the generals Cao Zhen '.W � and Cao Xiu vg f*, who were distantly 
related to the imperial family,98 and the general Sima Yi. In practice, the new 
emperor was pennitted to manage affairs for himself, but the combination 
of guardians reflected the balance of influence which supported the throne. 
Within a few years, moreover, Cao Zhen, Cao Xiu and Chen Qun were dead, 
and Sima Yi had become the senior minister and military commander of the 
empire. 

The Sima were a respected, old-established, and widespread family 
from Henei commandery.99 Sima Yi's elder brother Sima Lang 15].�AA had 
joined Cao Cao early in the civil war,l00 and Sima Yi, who first held office 
at the puppet court of Han, followed him in 208 and served on the staff of 
Cao Cao's headquarters. In 217 he became a member of the suite of Cao 
Pi as heir apparent, and he was evidently a personal friend. When Cao Pi 
came to the throne, Sima Yi received steadily higher appointments, and in 
224 and 225 he was left in charge of domestic affairs while the emperor led 
the anny against Wu. 
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A few months after Cao Pi's death in 226, Sima Yi took command in the 
field for the first time, driving back a secondary attack of Wu against 
Xiangyang, and in the following year he was given responsibility for military 
affairs on the Han River. Although he was in his late forties, and his previous 
experience had been civil and administrative, he proved to be an energetic 
and competent general, and during the next ten years he held command in 
the south against Wu and in the west against Shu-Han.lOl 

In 238 Sima Yi was recalled from his headquarters at Chang'an to take 
command of an offensive against Gongsun Yuan �I*OOI of Manchuria. In 
a swift, powerful campaign he brushed aside Gongsun Yuan's defences on 
the Liao River, captured his capital Xiangping �zp., and exterminated the 
warlord government.102 So the north-east was brought into the domain of 
Wei, while a further series of campaigns in 244-245, under the general 
GuanqiuJian iijli1�, broke the power of the non-Chinese state of Koguryo 
� 1iJY.m and removed any immediate threat from that region of the frontier. 103 

The Chinese military position in the north-east was now the strongest it had 
been since the time of Emperor Wu during Former Han, and its political 
authority was reflected in a series of embassies which came to the court of 
Wei from the Japanese female ruler Pimiko �5fft1l¥.104 

In 238, at the age of thirty-five, Cao Rui died. Having no sons of his own, 
his adopted successor was a seven-year-old boy, Cao Fang fl7j, who was 
surely a close member of the imperial family but whose exact parentage was 
offiCially unknown. Cao Rui had replaced the Lady Mao with a new Empress, 
the Lady Guo �, a woman of respectable lineage, but her family, in accor
dance with the policy of Cao Pi, was kept from power. For a time Cao Rui 
contemplated a council of regency which would be dominated by members 
of the imperial clan, but he was finally persuaded to nominate only two men, 
Cao Shuang lf�, son of the former regent Cao Zhen, and Sima Yi.l05 

From the beginning of the joint regency, the chief power at court was in 
the hands of Cao Shuang. Sima Yi was given the honourable title of Grand 
Tutor :t: WI, but was not encouraged to play any substantial role in 
government, and he concentrated rather upon military enterprises. Unlike 
his father and grandfather, Cao Rui had taken no part in such matters, Cao 
Fang was too young to do so, while Cao Shuang recorded only one campaign 
-and that unsuccessful - against the frontier of Shu-Han. Sima Yi, by contrast, 
was a distinguished commander, with wide support in the army and among 
men of good family outside the circle of the court. 

In the cultural history of China, the Zhengshi .IE Ml reign period from 240 to 
249, the time of Cao Shuang's regency, was a moment of intellectual brilliance 
when the tradition of Confucianism, almost exhausted by the sterilities of Han, 
was revived for a time under the influence of Taoism and in particular by 
association with xuanxue:£ � 'the Study of the Mysteries'. Among the leaders 
of the school were He Yan fiiJ�, a close associate of Cao Shuang, and his friend 
Wang Bi £ 5/ff, one of the greatest interpreters of the Book of Changes. 106 
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102 On this campaign see Fang, Chronicle 1, 
pp.569-75, 585-98; Gardiner, "Kung-sun 
warlords," part 2, pp.165-73. 

103 On this campaign see the biography of 
Guanqiu Jian in SGZ 28lWei 28, 762; K. H. 
J. Gardiner, The early history of Korea: the 
historical development of the peninsula up 
to the introduction of Buddhism in thefourth 
century AD (Canberra: Australian National 
University, 1%9), p.34. There is an account 
of the state of Kogutyo in SGZ 30IWei 30, 
843-6. 

104 The account of the people of Wo � in 
SGZ30IWei 30, 854-58, has been translated 
by Tsunoda Ryiisaku, Japan in the Chinese 
dynastic histories: Later Han through Ming 
dynasties, ed. L. Carrington Goodrich (South 
Pasadena: P.o. and lone Perkins, 1951), 
pp.S-20 (the embassies from Queen Pimiko 
are detailed at 857-8; Tsunoda, pp.14-16). 

105 The annals/biography of Cao Fang (231-
274), known to posterity as the Fei 'de
posed' Emperor, or as Prince of Qi, the title 
he held before and after his reign, are in SGZ 
4IWei 4. His origins are discussed at 117 and 
PC n.1 quoting the Weishi chunqiu by Sun 
Sheng of the fourth century. 

The biography of Cao Shuang (d. 249) is 
in SGZ9IWei 9. On plans and manoeuvres of 
this time see Fang, Chronicle 1, pp.582-3. 
106 See, for example, Paul Demieville, "Phi
losophy and Religion from Han to Sui,· with 
Postscript by Timothy Barrett, in CC 1, 
pp.80S-78, at 82S-32; Etienne Balazs, "Nihil
istic Revolt or Mystical Escapism: currents of 
thought in China during the third century 
AD," in Chinese civilization and bureau
cracy, 226-254 (first published as "Entre 
revolte nihiliste et evasion mystique: les 
courants intelleCluels en Chine au me siecle 
de notre ere," Etudes asiatiques 2 (1948): 27-
55); Howard L. Goodman, "Exegetes and 
exegeses of the Book of Changes in the third 
century: historical and scholastic contexts 
for Wang Pi," (PhD diss., Princeton Univer
sity, 1985). There is an short account of 
Wang Bi (226-249) and an extended quota
tion from his biography compiled by He 
Shao (d. 301) in SGZ 28IWei 28, 795 and 
795-6 PC. 

An account of He Yan (d. 249) is attach
ed to the biography of Cao Shuang at SGZ 
9IWei 9, 292-3 and pc. He Yan's father was 
a nephew of the former Empress He, con
sort of Emperor Ling of Han, and He lOVER 
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lYan married his step-sister, a daughter of 
Cao Cao. There are several anecdotes con
cerning him in Sbisbuo xinyu: see Richard 
B. Mather, trans!., Sbib-sbuo bsin-yii: a new 
account of tales oftbe world, by Liu I-cb'ing, 
witb commentary by Liu Chan (Minneapo
lis: University of Minnesota Press, 1976), 
pp.523-4. (Though I would not regard 
Sbisbuo xinyu as an authoritative historical 
source, the collection does reflect the man
ner in which the society of that time was 
remembered.) 

107 The formula of the Five Minerals Powder 
(wusbi san) included calcium from ground 
stalactites and aconite. It was also known 
as "Cold-eating Powder" (bambi san � 1lt 
nv, because one of its effects was to make 
the addict feverish, so that he sought to eat 
cold foods and generally wore light clothing 
or none at all; see Rudolph G. Wagner, 
"Lebenstil und Orogen im chinesischen 
Minelalter," roung Pao 59 (1973): 7�178, 
at 110-12. On He Yan's addiction see Sbisbuo 
xinyu 2,6; Mather, New account, p..36. The 
excesses of'liberation and anainment', which 
may also have included ostentatious homo
sexuality, are described in the Baopu zi of 
Ge Hong and discussed by Jay Sailey, The 
master wbo embraces simplicity: a study of 
tbepbilosopherKoHung, AD 28�343(Taipei: 
Chinese Materials Center, 1977), pp.41�32. 

108 The biographies of Ruan Ji (210-263) 
and of Xi Kang (22�262), whose surname 
is also transcribed as Ji, are in jS 49.0n the 
Seven Sages see Balazs, "Nihilistic revolt"; 
also Holzman, "Sept sages," Lavieetlapensee 
de Hi Kang (22�262 apj.C.) (Leiden: E.]. 
Brill, 1957), and Poetry and politics: tbe life 
and works of Juan Cbi AD 21�263, (Cam
bridge: At the University Press, 1976). At 
p.81 of this last work, Holzman discusses 
the friendship of Ruan Ji, Xi Kang, and the 
general "group, real or imaginary, of free
living intellectuals." He observes, however, 
that "the individual Seven Sages' political 
and even intellectual allegiance is hard to 
pin down with any precision" and it is not 
possible to group them as supporters of the 
Cao court or of Sima Vi. Xi Kang, however, 
was regarded as a personal political foe by 
Zhong Hui, a close associate of Sima Zhao, 
who had Xi Kang executed on charges of 
treachery and lack of filial piety (Balazs, 
"Nihilistic revolt," pp.241-2). 
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The social attitudes and personal conduct of this group of intellectuals 
and scholars, however, though fitting with the freedom of their philosophical 
attitudes, did not win wide approval or respect. He Yan, who had been 
brought up at court after his mother became a concubine of Cao Cao, was 
elegant and arrogant, a scholar of the Laozi, brilliant in the repartee and 
dialectic of 'pure conversation' (qingtan mw. As a member of the imperial 
secretariat under Cao Shuang, he had considerable influence on official 
appointments and brought many of his colleagues to court. He had a 
reputation, however, as a libertine, and he and his associates were devotees 
of the ecstatic drug known as the Five Minerals Powder 1i Ett.107 

In many respects, the attitude of He Yan and his friends reflected the 
ideals of 'spontaneity' and going 'beyond the bounds' followed by their 
contemporaries RuanJi ll7I:e, Xi Kang 1ai� and other Sages of the Bamboo 
Grove ¥r#-t:Jf .108 These men, of good background and great talent, 
represented a movement which sought to avoid meaningless formality, and 
which was deliberately opposed to the traditions accepted by standard 
Confucianists. 109 The attitudes of He Yan and his associates can be readily 
understood in the context of the society of their time, but their conduct was 
exaggerated both in reality and in the propaganda of their enemies. In 
political terms, He Yan appears to have been the only member of the group 
interested in substantial office, but Cao Shuang and all the court were 
affected by his reputation. 110 In the earlier years of Wei, the literary life of 
the capital had added lustre and authority to the new regime. Now, in a sad 
reversal, the excesses attributed to He Yan and his clique had become an 
embarrassment, and Sima Yi was able to present himself as the representative 
of men of good family who sought Confucian reform, morality and restraint 
in politicS and society. 

In 247, as Cao Shuang and his associates introduced a number of adminis
trative and legal changes, presumably designed to enhance the central power 
which they held, Sima Yi, feigning illness, retired ostenSibly from public life. 
At the beginning of 249, however, as the emperor and Cao Shuang were on 
a visit to the dynastic tombs outside Luoyang, Sima Yi gathered troops for 
a coup d'etat, seized the party and massacred Cao Shuang, his colleagues and 
their kinsmen. From this time on, the state of Wei was in the hands of the 
Sima family. 

Two years after the coup, in 251, Sima Yi died, leaving his position to his 
eldest son, Sima Shi aJ,�I':ili, then forty years old. III  Sima Shi embarked on 
a series of raids and campaigns against Wu and against the non-Chinese 
people of the north, but he achieved no breakthrough, and by 254 the 
emperor and supporters of the Cao family were threatening his authority. 
Sima Shi, however, struck first, deposed Cao Fang, and set his cousin Cao 
Mao If � on the throne in his stead.1I2 

In the following year, 255, the general GuanqiuJian and other supporters 
of the dynasty seized the city of Shouchun and sought help from Wu.1I3 The 
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southerners, however, were unable to provide assistance, and Sima Shi 
destroyed the rebels. Soon afterwards, on 23 March, Sima Shi died, but he 
was succeeded by his younger brother Sima Zhao � .�P�, and the clan's hold 
on power was not disrupted.n4 In 257 another general of Wei, Zhuge Tan 
tti:rt�, rebelled at Shouchun and also sought support from the south, but 
the city was recaptured in the following year and the northern hold on the 
line of the Huai was confinned.ll5 

In 260, there was one further conspiracy to preserve the dynasty, in which 
the twenty-year-old Emperor took a leading role, but it was put down in a 
short skinnish, and Cao Mao was killed in the fighting. I 16 He was replaced 
by the last in the line of puppets, Cao Huan WI�, 117 and Sima Zhao could 
now concentrate upon the conquest of Shu-Han. By 264, victory in the west 
was complete, and Sima Zhao took title as King of Jin. In the autumn of the 
following year Sima Zhao died, but he was succeeded by his eldest son Sima 
Yan i'i].� �, then thirty years old. That winter, on 4 February 266, in a manner 
reminiscent of Cao Pi's accession forty-five years before, Sima Yan received 
the abdication of Cao Huan and took the imperial title for himself.ns 

The final triumph of Wei over Shu-Han, therefore, also brought the 
overthrow of the Cao family and its replacement by the Jin dynasty of Sima 
Yan. The victory could perhaps have come earlier, for the northern state was 
always more powerful than its rivals, while Shu-Han, after the death of Zhuge 
Liang, did not maintain an effective government, and Wu also suffered 
dissension following the long reign of Sun Quan. In similar fashion, however, 
the weakness of the central government of Wei after the death of Cao Pi, and 
the conflict which accompanied the rise to power of Sima Yi and his family, 
prevented the government from taking proper advantage of the disorder in 
its rivals' camps. 

Even before the conquest of Shu-Han, however, the record of Wei was 
impressive. In the north-east, Cao Cao had broken the Wuhuan confederacy, 
Sima Yi conquered Gongsun Yuan, and GuanqiuJian destroyed Koguryo and 
extended Chinese authority well beyond the frontier. In the west, Cao Cao 
had settled the Wei River valley by his victory at Huayin, 119 Cao Pi received 
embassies from central Asia and re-established some fonn of protectorate, 120 

and Xu Miao ��, the Inspector jfi1J � of Liang province, confinned control 
in the region south of the Ordos. 121 

The restoration of imperial frontiers along the north, however, was 
limited by weaknesses in the Chinese position which had developed earlier, 
and by a natural lack of confidence on the part of the central government 
in the distance over which it could exercise control. In this respect, though 
Gongsun Yuan in Manchuria had established considerable authority beyond 
the frontiers of Later Han, Sima Yi did not build on that achievement, but 
encouraged and enforced the withdrawal of Chinese settlers. The military 
campaigns in the north-east had been pursued with energy, but the net result 
was a vacuum on the frontier which gave non-Chinese peoples, notably the 
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109 Holzman, Poetry and politics, pp.75-80, 
especially pp.82-7, where he analyses the 
debate in letters between Ruan Ji and a 
conservative Confucianist, Fu Vi. 

110 Bala1$, "Nihilistic revolt," pp.234-5, and 
Holzman, Poetry and politics, pp.13-14, 
discuss the slanderous propaganda pre
sented by the Sima faction against Cao 
Shuang and He Van. 

111 The biography of Sima Shi (208-255), 
posthumously honoured as Emperor Jing of 
Jin, is in jS 2. 
112 The annalslbiography ofCao Mao (241-
260), known to posterity by his earlier title, 
Duke of Gaogui District, are in SGZ 4!Wei 4. 
He was a grandson of Cao Pi, and thus first 
cousin once removed, in an elder genera
tion, to Cao Fang. 

113 An account of the rebellion of Guanqiu 
Jian is in SGZ 28lWei 28, 763-6; Fang, 
Chronicle 2, pp.l90-6 and 203-23. 

114 The biography of Sima Zhao (211-265), 
posthumously honoured as Emperor Wen 
of Jin, is in IS 2. 

115 The biography of Zhuge Dan (d. 258) is 
in SGZ 28IWei 28. 

116 The attempted coup and the death of 
Cao Mao are described in ZZ1J77, 2453-4; 
Fang, Chronicle 2, pp.335-6. 

117 The annalslbiography of Cao Huan (24S-
302), known to posterity as Emperor Yuan, 
are in SGZ 4!Wei 4. Cao Huan was a grand
son of Cao Cao, and thus a cousin two 
generations senior to Cao Mao. His original 
personal name was Huang Jf(, but it was 
changed to avoid complications of taboo: 
SGZ4!Wei 4, 147; Fang, Chronicle 2, p.354. 

118 The annals of Sima Van (236-90), post
humously honoured as Emperor Wu, are in 
IS 2; the ceremony of abdication and acces
sion is described at 50-1. 

119 See note 26 above. 
120 The annals of SGZ 2IWei 2, 79; Fang, 
Chronicle I, p.98, record the arrival of 
envoys from Shanshan, Kucha and Khotan 
at the court of Cao Pi in 222, and the 
appointment of a Colonel for the Western 
Regions, on the same model as Han (see, for 
example, Vii, "Han foreign relations," CC 1, 
pp.41 S-18). Such embassies, of course, were 
useful propaganda for the new regime, and 
the envoys may have been no more than 
enterprising merchants. The trade lOVER 
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lroutes were surely maintained, but it is un
likely the protectorate was very effective. 

The lands and routes of central Asia in 
this period were described by the Wei /ue of 
Yu Huan in the middle of the third century, 
and substantial fragments of that text are 
preserved in SGZ 30IWei 30, 858-62 Pc. 

121 The biography of Xu Miao 072-249) is 
in SGZ27IWei 27. His achievements in the 
north-west are described at 739-40; Fang, 
Chronicle 1, pp.274-5. 

122 Gardiner, "Kung-sun warlords," part 2, 
pp.l73-6, and Early history of KOl'f!a, p.37. 
On the Xianbi, the Murong clan and the 
early Murong state see Gerhard Schreiber, 
"Das Yolk der Hsien-pi zur Han-Zeit," 
MOl1umenta Serica 12 ( 1947): 145-203, and 
"The history of the Former Yen Dynasty 
(285-370)," Monumenta Serica 14 0949-
55): 374-480; 15 (956): 1-141. 

123 See HHS 89179, 2965, SGZllWei 1, 47, 
and]S97, 2549; also de Crespigny, Northern 
frontier, pp.353 and 537, nn.48, 50. 

Raje de Crespigny 
Faculty of Asian Studies 
Australian National University 
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Murong �� clan of the Xianbi, the opportunity to develop an independent 
position. 122 

More generally across the north, rebellion, warfare, raiding and a 
resultant emigration had removed great expanses of territory from the control 
of Later Han, and Cao Cao and his successors were compelled to accept the 
realities of the situation. Cao Cao brought the last Shanyu It[ T of the South
ern Xiongnu as a hostage to his court, and established a notional administration 
of five divisions for the Xiongnu who acknowledged Chinese suzerainty. 
There was, however, no attempt to restore a Chinese presence on the 
ground, and the government of Wei effectively abandoned all claim to the 
region beyond the Ordos and the Sanggan River. 123 By good fortune for the 
Chinese, neither the Xiongnu nor the Xianbi, who now competed with them 
for dominance in the steppe, were sufficiently well organized to pose any 
immediate threat, and their endemic confusions were kept on the boil by 
some well-placed Chinese intrigue. The lack of a strong imperial position, 
however, allowed the several groups and tribes sufficient freedom to 
develop their own interests and build up power for the future. 

Nonetheless, in formal terms the government of Wei had been remark
ably successful, and the re-establishment of authority in the north laid firm 
foundations for the conquest of Shu-Han and Wu. The full unification, 
however, was achieved by the Sima family, and aside from arguments about 
loyalty and legitimacy, their reward was not inappropriate. Cao Cao and his 
son had obtained their authority from a combination of military ability and 
a splendid state, but after the early death of Cao Pi, Cao Rui had not taken 
firm command of the army. For a dynasty of marginal lineage, still close to 
its military origins, this was already a risk, and the suspicions of other clans 
about any tendency to limit their local power were only enhanced as the 
government sought to demonstrate its legitimacy through display rather than 
action. In the end, the men of good family were prepared to support the 
virtues and achievement of Sima Yi and his sons, whom they could identify 
with their own background and interests, against an imperial clan increas
ingly perceived as being of poor character and quality, lacking the prestige 
of government, and without sympathy for the true leaders of the community. 
The new regime of Jin would reflect their interests far better. 
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